
Because we were strangers
You shall not wrong or oppress a stranger

The stranger who resides with you  
shall be to you as one of your citizens

 A PASSOVER SUPPLEMENT TO ENHANCE THE CONVERSATION AT YOUR SEDER TABLE

Prepared by Jews United for Democracy & Justice

During the Passover season we are 
especially mindful of our historical 
experience as slaves, migrants and 
homeless wanderers. Much of the Seder is 
dedicated to reminding us of our suffering 
as strangers in Egypt and our transformation 
into a free people. Indeed, the injunction to 
imagine ourselves today as if we fled the 
state of servitude is not only a central theme 
of the Haggadah, but a foundation of the 
Jewish ethical obligation to care for others. 
It is with this in mind that Jews United for 
Democracy & Justice offers this supplement to 
facilitate a deeper discussion at your Seder 
table about the Jewish people’s experience of 
the Exodus and how it relates to immigrants 
and refugees in America today.

Today, on this Passover, “because we were strangers in Egypt” we ask not only the traditional Four Questions, but four 
additional questions to stimulate discussion about our responsibilities to the stranger, the immigrant and the refugee: 

for you were strangers in the land of Egypt. You shall not ill-treat any widow or orphan. 
If you do mistreat them, I will heed their outcry as soon as they cry out to Me, and My 

anger shall blaze forth and I will put you to the sword and your own wives shall become 
widows and your children orphans. Exodus 22:20-23  

According to the Rabbis these texts expose us to a critical idea: Because God created all human beings in 
God’s image and because we were strangers in Egypt, we are commanded to act empathically and lovingly to 
strangers.  

In fact, the great 20th century American Rabbi Joseph Soleveitchik wrote that God’s very creation of human 
beings was God’s way of welcoming and loving the stranger, hachnasat orchim, thereby modeling Godly 
behavior towards the “other.”

Rabbi Soleveitchik connects the mitzvah of hachnasat orchim with the Jewish mystical notion of Tzimtzum, a 
process by which God contracts and yields space to enable human beings to complete the process of creation 
and then to make space for people to repair the world. In Abraham’s Journey, Rabbi Soleveitchik wrote: “How 
beautiful is the doctrine of tzimtzum, of contraction…What is hachnasat orchim if not withdrawal by the 
master from a part of his home so that a stranger can occupy the empty part he vacates?” 

In what ways do you make room for the needs of others in your 
own family or among your friends?  
     • Are there times when you put their needs before your own?
     • Are there times when you felt that your needs were disregarded?
     • In both cases, how did it feel? 

In what ways have prior generations of American Jews and other 
American immigrant communities benefitted from the generosity of 
others?  
     •  In what ways did the American government assist or support 

various waves of immigrants and refugees to the United States? 
(Consider the history of those sitting at your Seder table; 
consider experiences of other communities.)

     •  Many organizations and individuals in the Jewish and broader 
community mobilized to support newcomers to the United States.  
Can you name a few and describe their activities?

What are instances in which prior generations of American Jews 
and other American immigrant communities were not welcomed?
     •  What are ways in which governmental policies and authorities 

created barriers rather than space to welcoming past waves 
of refugees and immigrants? (Consider the MS St. Louis, the 
Japanese internment camps, etc.)

     •  Aside from governmental policies, can you describe instances 
in which some individuals or groups of Americans were not 
welcoming to various immigrant communities? 

Today, what is our responsibility as individuals, as Americans, and as 
Jews to make space (tzimtzum) to welcome and address the needs of 
immigrants and those seeking refuge from death or violence?
     •  What is required of us based on the commandments in Exodus 

and Leviticus cited above?
     •  What considerations should we take into account in today’s 

context?
     •  What are the risks and rewards for our government, for our Jewish 

community and for us as individuals in making room for others?

You shall love him as yourself, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt: 
I am the LORD your G-d. Leviticus 19:34
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For more in depth discussion of Jewish text and sources, 
and for the President’s Executive Order about Immigration 
as well as the Order granting a Temporary Restraining 
Order from the Federal District Court, see: “Remember 
Where We Come From; For you were Strangers in Egypt: 
Jewish Teachings About Immigrants and Refugees” at  
www.judjla.org

Jews United for Democracy & Justice (JUDJ) is a broad coalition of Los Angeles Jews committed to upholding 
the principles of democracy, justice, and equality that anchor the American ideal. JUDJ speaks with a Jewish 
voice, focusing on issues bearing on fairness and freedom for all in the challenging times we face. For more 
information about JUDJ, please go to www.judjla.org, or write to us at judjlainfo@gmail.com

This Seder Discussion Supplement was developed for JUDJ by Tobi Inlender & Janice Kamenir-Reznik.
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